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to our ideals of what our Lord must have looked like. 
Even in the earliest instances, as in the Callietenc portrait, 
now almost perished, we find expressed an infinitude of 
gracious love and tenderest pity ; a severity characteristic 
of Him who knew no sin, and at whose approach sin fied. 
And in them all we find a virile, wonderfully gentle beauty, 
even as was prophesied by Isaiah

Once again we revert to our original question, “ Have 
we an authentic likeness of Christ?” We do not know, 
though argument and research would seem to point to its 
probability. After all, does it matter so very much? It is 
by faith that we know Him to-day, and very soon that day 
shall dawn when we shall see Him face to face, and through 
eternity shall know Him as He is.

communion with God. Da Vinci gives us Christ as -he 
Comforter, Michael Angelo shows us the suffering Christ, 

Modern artists have fol-Corregio depicts the Avenger. 
lowed suit, and Holman Hunt, in his famous Light of 
the World,” portrays a Christ earnwliy listening, with a 
wealth of loving patience, for an answer at the door where 
he knocks. These, and many other artists, have depicted 
the emotion of the moment, but in every case the original 
likeness has been ac. epted and perpetuated.

And so, down a the centuries, the likeness of one face 
has descended to us, all derived from one ancient ongina
__which must have been actual portraiture, else how could
those who had known Christ have accepted it as a likeness 
of the Carpenter of Nazareth whom they had come to know 
as the Son of God. Moreover, the likeness itself conforms

centuries before.
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